Our Getting Ready To Teach training looks at how the new
specifications can be delivered in the classroom.
This is the presentation used in our events and there are embedded notes
that will talk you through the specification content and assessment and will
tell you what other documents you will need to access along the way.
The presentation will go through:
•the structure, content and assessment of the new qualifications
•possible teaching and delivery strategies, including co-teaching AS and A
level
•the support available to guide you through the changes.
There are references to the GCE English Language specification, sample
assessment materials and exemplars throughout this presentation so please
make sure you have these to hand – these files can be found on our website:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/englishlanguage-2015.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:PearsonUK:Category%2FSpecification-and-sample-assessments.
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Aims of the session
These are the aims of the session.
These slides will take you through our new specification.
We will begin with an overview of the changes for all
awarding bodies, the new Edexcel specification and
gradually move in to look at the requirements of each
paper in closer detail.
In working through each slide, there will be opportunities to
reflect on the implications for teaching and learning – what
can stay the same, and what will need to develop.
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First, here is a summary of the regulatory changes to AS and A level
from 2015.
AS and A levels have been decoupled, which means that the AS qualification
will no longer ‘count towards’ the A level grade. Students can still take AS
assessments and progress to A level, but they will need to enter all four A
level components at the end of the course to achieve an A level grade.
We have designed our specification to be co-teachable so you can continue to
offer your students an AS qualification as well as enable them to progress to
the
full A level. You will see later that the design of our course means that there
is no content at AS Level that will not also be assessed at A level so you do
not have to worry about spending time on material that will be less valuable
when it comes to final A-level assessment. This also allows for maximum
flexibility in resource allocation and student grouping in view of possible
policy changes about AS and A-level entry at centre level as the impact of Alevel reforms works its way through.
Feedback from centres and from delegates at our face-to-face and online
events suggests that this aspect of our course design is easy to understand
and highly valued at a time of change and uncertainty.
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Subject criteria
Compared with some subjects, the changes to the English subject criteria are
relatively minor, so teachers already familiar with AS and A-level English
Language will see little change in the actual content to be delivered. Most of
the changes were clarifying or codifying pre-existing content rather than
adding or removing content and skills.
Both AS and A level English Language specifications must require students
to study:
• phonetics, phonology and prosodics: how speech sounds and
effects are articulated and analysed
• lexis and semantics: the vocabulary of English, including social and
historical variation
• grammar including morphology: the structural patterns and shapes
of English at sentence, clause, phrase and word level
• pragmatics: the contextual aspects of language use
• discourse: extended stretches of communication occurring in
different genres, modes and contexts.
The subject criteria and its emphases are fully embedded within the
specification, so there is no need for teachers to be directly concerned about
them, and there is further guidance on content and concepts relevant to the
course as a whole, as well as guidance on each component in the Getting
Started Guide which can be downloaded from the English Language pages of
the Edexcel website
(http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
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anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/Getting-Started-GCE-EnglishLanguage-Final-v2.pdf).
There you will also find a separate guidance document covering the terminology of
language frameworks and levels
(http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Languag
e/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/GCE_A%20Level_EngLang_frameworks_and_levels_v1.pdf).
Probably the most significant change in practical terms to our English Language
specification is the investigation becoming an examined unit. The reduction to 20%
coursework imposed by Ofqual has resulted in all awarding bodies having to make
choices about which content should be assessed by ‘Non Examined Assessment’
(coursework) and which should be moved into examination. We conducted extensive
consultation with teachers, students and representatives from higher education
institutions, testing out a variety of curriculum models, and the overwhelming
response was that creative language production skills are most conducive to
coursework and least amenable to assessment under timed conditions.
We then formulated a number of possible models of examination for an ‘investigation’
component and trialled these with focus groups from centres, again with input from
higher education institutions, resulting after trialling, feedback, and further
refinement in the investigation examination component in the new specification,
which will be explored, as will all other components, later in the presentation.
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Assessment Objectives
Just as the changes to subject criteria are more cosmetic than substantial, so
are the changes to Assessment Objectives. The key difference here is a
change from four to five AOs to make them clearer and more focused with
less conflation of different skills. This has been done by separating out the
assessment of contextual factors and exploration of connections across texts
that were previously both in AO3 into the separate AOs 3 & 4.
The inclusion of AO4 – exploring connections – results in a lower weighting of
AO5 (the old AO4). The same AOs and weightings apply to both AS and A
Level.
We will consider the AOs a little more when we look at the our approach to
the new specification.
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Now we will move on to look in detail about how the Edexcel specification
addresses the subject criteria and meets the assessment objectives across
both A and AS level.
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Note here the co-teachability of AS and A Level. All the topics in AS
Components 1 and 2 are a sub-set of those also covered in A level
Components 1 and 2.
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Now we will look at the detail of each component, and how they are
assessed, in turn. As Components 1 and 2 of both AS and A level are
designed to be co-teachable, we will look at both AS and A level for each,
before moving on to the A-level only Components 3 and 4.
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First, here is an outline of AS Component 1. This addresses the key refocussing of the subject criteria on the importance of applying language
knowledge to “a range of contexts for language use” (a concept which
underpins all further language study and production), and on “aspects of
language and identity”.
The desire to make what is required of students as simple to understand as
possible underpins our whole approach to the design of the specification. As
far as possible, within the constraints of the modes of assessment and AO
weightings specified in the subject criteria, we have tried to make aspects
such as paper length, weightings of AOs, and the design and application of
mark schemes as consistent as possible within and across components.
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Further guidance on the content can be found in the Getting Started Guide,
p27
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/Getting-Started-GCE-EnglishLanguage-Final-v2.pdf
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The specification stipulates that texts will be drawn from 19th to 21st century
sources to allow for selection from a broad range of texts that will
nevertheless be recognisably ‘modern’. The AS specification does not require
the study of language change as a topic, and texts will not be used that
require a knowledge of language change processes, or which prominently
feature archaic language features. However, candidates may recognise that
some aspects of language use reflect relatively recent and ongoing changes
and they can be rewarded for such understanding as an aspect of context
rather than of historical variation which is assessed specifically in A-level
Component 1. Again, this shows the course has been designed to be as
flexible as possible to accommodate different approaches: teachers who may
wish to introduce language change concepts as part of a general overview of
issues for the whole A level can be reassured that candidates who introduce
such ideas in their AS-level responses can be rewarded for showing such
contextual understanding, but selection of texts and application of the mark
scheme will ensure that students with no specific language change knowledge
will not be disadvantaged.
The key contextual parameters mentioned here are summarised in this
extract from the Getting Started Guide.
•Mode: the method of communication (spoken, written, multimodal)
This can also include the text type or genre, for example phatic language,
advertisement, journalism, etc.
•Field: what the text is about
This may include the use of specialist or non-specialist language. Particular
occupations, professions or areas of interest have their own specialised
vocabulary, sometimes referred to as ‘jargon’ .
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•Function: the intended purpose of the text
Depending on the function, social language or language to inform or persuade might
be used.
•Audience: the intended recipients
This includes the relationship (or assumed relationship) between speaker/hearer or
writer/reader. This can include synthetic personalisation, the standing between the
participants and the stance adopted by the writer/speaker.
The interaction of these elements creates distinct registers of language, which in turn
have their distinctive configuration of linguistic features that should be analysed using
the language frameworks and levels.
AO4 ‘explore connections across texts’ can be interpreted quite broadly, and may
include differences as well as similarities. Starting from context, and connecting the
variation of features to contextual differences is the key to this assessment, as will be
seen when we look at some exemplar material.
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Analyse and compare how contextual factors affect language choices in these
texts.
You should refer to any relevant language frameworks and levels to support
your answer and consider:
• mode
• field
• function
• audience.
(AS SAMs p 6)
As you can see from this example, most of the exemplars in this presentation
were produced by real A-level students trialling the new papers, and they
have been marked by senior examiners using the mark schemes for the new
specification. The extracts presented here are brief excerpts from longer
complete answers. You can now find typed-up versions of example responses
for most of the questions in the SAMs illustrating a range of levels of
achievement together with marks and examiners’ commentaries at
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/englishlanguage-2015.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:PearsonUK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learning-
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materials&filterQuery=category:Pearson-UK:Document-Type%2FExemplar-material
Activity 1
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide and continued on the next in
relation to the mark scheme and indicative content which you will find in the AS
Sample Assessment materials pages 6 (question), 22-25 (source texts), 29-32 (mark
scheme):
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Language
/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessment/AS-EnglishLanguageSAMs.pdf
Examiner comments on this response will be found on slide 15.
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Examiner commentary
The examiner comments here make reference to some aspects from
elsewhere in the answer, and are included here to give a sense of the nature
and scope of a strong answer that achieved just into Level 5. Note that
although this candidate refers to specific named theorists, this is not in itself
essential to gain high marks. AO2 (critical understanding of concepts and
issues) is not directly assessed here; however, AO4 requires that exploration
of connections across texts be “informed by linguistic concepts and methods
and it is the application of these ideas to the texts given that is being
rewarded here.
You can find three further exemplars and commentaries for this question with
marks of 14, 17 and 23 at:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/AS_Level_Paper_1_Section_A_Exemplars_Pack.pdf
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Note that the data here will be 21st century, ensuring that candidates should
be dealing with modes and forms of language that will be within their realm
of experience, allowing them to concentrate fully on exploring how the
language presents identity.
Again, there is further guidance on this unit in the Getting Started Guide
(p28) which notes that the content of this unit is a subset of the content for
A Level Component 1, Section A, guidance for which begins on page 5 and
covers a range of key concepts and approaches to addressing how language
presents identity.
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Analyse how the company ‘method’ presents itself in Text D.
You should refer to any relevant language frameworks and levels to support
your answer and consider:
• mode
• field
• function
• audience.
Activity 2
Again this is a short extract from a longer answer (just one slide this time).
Consider the qualities of the extract in relation to the mark scheme and
indicative content which you will find in the AS Sample Assessment materials.
It may be helpful to look at the entire answer which is reproduced on page 4
of the AS Unit Section B exemplar pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/AS_Level_Paper_1_Section_B_Exemplars_Pack.pdf.
This pack includes a total of five exemplars and commentaries, covering
levels 2 to 5.
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Examiner commentary
This particular extract is probably one of the stronger paragraphs in a
relatively weak (level 2) response.
Consider how you would advise the candidate to move beyond demonstrating
mere ‘understanding’ (whether ‘broad’ for level 2 or ‘clear’ for level 3)
towards ‘application’ (whether ‘consistent’ or ‘discriminating’) needed for the
top two levels.
Compare this with Exemplar D (p10 of the exemplar booklet) where much
more consistent use of examples shows application of linguistic knowledge to
interpretation of how the text constructs identity for the purpose of engaging
with an audience to sell the product, whereas in this response the candidate
shows some understanding of what the text is doing and how, but does not
apply much linguistic knowledge in doing so.
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A level Component 1
A level Component 1 is a longer paper than the AS paper 1, reflecting the
assessment of additional content in the form of the ‘variation over time’
section.
Note how the equal weighting of marks and assessment objectives has
allowed us to achieve the goal of creating a ‘holistic’ mark scheme, which we
have tried to do as much as possible on this specification, so that teachers
and students do not need to worry about giving more attention to one AO
over another, or addressing different AOs in different parts of the response.
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The contextual and comparative aspects of Section A mean that the range of
content assessed in this question is comparable to that assessed in the two
separate sections of AS Component 1. This means that although the content
covered is the same (as mentioned with regard to AS component 1, guidance
on this content is in the Getting Started Guide from page 5), the level of
challenge in the assessment is greater as candidates are having to synthesise
more knowledge and skills in a single response.
The starting point for the texts used for Variation over time of c1550 is
chosen to ensure that texts should at least be comprehensible to all
candidates. The guiding principle can be summarised as ‘nothing more
unfamiliar than Shakespeare’ in terms of difference from current English.
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Again, guidance on these concepts is given in the Getting Started Guide,
which includes suggestions of further resources for teachers and students.
It is worth noting that the degree of detail required is governed by the focus
on presentation of identity. For example with regard to geographical
variation, students will not be expected to be able to identify detailed lexical
and grammatical features of a range of individual regional dialects. Rather,
they should be aware of some of the broad areas of lexis and grammar that
are most likely to vary in regional dialects, and be able to explore, where
they identify such non-standard forms, how and why they may be
contributing to the presentation of the speaker or writer’s identity.
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Analyse and compare the ways that both writers use language to convey
personal and social identity.
You should refer to any relevant language frameworks and levels, as well as
social, cultural and other contextual factors.
Activity 3
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide in relation to the mark
scheme and indicative content which you will find in the A Level Sample
Assessment materials. It may be useful to view the whole response on page
16 (Exemplar E) of the A Level Component 1 Section A exemplar pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/A-Level-Paper-1-Section-AExemplars-Pack.pdf
The relevant sections of the A Level SAMs for this question are: pages 6
(question); 23-24 (source texts); 31-33 (mark scheme).
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Examiner commentary
Here is the examiner’s commentary on the answer. You could consider what
aspects of theory could most relevantly and usefully have been applied in this
response. Again, the Getting Started Guide has some starting points.
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Variation over time
Despite texts for the exam only being from EmnE onwards, it will be valuable
to use some texts from before this (as early as Chaucer and Caxton) to give
students some sense of the development of English leading up to EMnE, as
some of the features that will vary can only be fully understood in the context
of prior developments (for example the loss of early inflections reflected in
the vestigial final ‘e’, or variant spelling forms sometimes reflecting pre-Great
Vowel Shift pronunciations.
In addition to the SAMs and additional specimen materials that we have
produced, we have also compiled a pack of data taken from past papers of
the legacy selection that fits the criteria for the current specification:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/eng-lang-2015-teacherpack.pdf
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Evaluate the ways that both texts demonstrate how language has changed
over time.
You should refer to any relevant language frameworks and levels, as well as
social, cultural and other contextual factors.
Activity 4
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide in relation to the mark
scheme and indicative content which you will find in the A Level Sample
Assessment materials. The relevant sections of the A level SAMs for this
question are pages 13 (question); 26-29 (source texts); 34-37 (mark
scheme).
This extract is from Exemplar F, on page 19 of the A Level Component 1
Section B exemplar pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/A-Level-Paper-1-Section-BExemplars-Pack.pdf
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Examiner commentary
Notice how the response takes a rather disconnected ‘feature-spotting’
approach, tending to dwell on the more immediately obvious surface features
such as final ‘e’ and use of latin without really much insight into either the
historical context or the language change principles involved.
Compare this with the student’s analysis of the final ‘e’ in Exemplar E which
was a Level 5 response:
Additionally, the Great Vowel shift in 1640, just 3 years before text C was
produced, represented a change in the language. This resulted in some
graphemes, which previously would have been pronounced on the end of
lexemes, such as "-e" in "unknowne", /ʌnəʊwnə/, were then pronounced with
the final vowel omitted; it became a silent letter, /ʌnəʊwn/. For a while after
the final vowel sound was dropped, the "-e" remained orthographically, hence
being present in text C, but some few years after the change, the silent letter
was dropped due to the lack of need for it, which is why it isn't present in
text D.
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Again, as the teaching content of Component 2 is largely the same for both
AS and A-level, we will consider them together before moving onto the Alevel-only components.
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Guidance in the Getting Started Guide for Child Language begins on page 11:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/Getting-Started-GCE-EnglishLanguage-Final-v2.pdf
There is also a pack of child language data from legacy specification papers
that have been selected as still being relevant for use on this specification to
help save you time in searching for materials for students to practice with:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/SoW-Resource-ChildLanguage-Data-Pack.pdf
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The AS paper is where we have included assessment of AO5 and is the only
place at AS level where this AO is assessed. Note that at AS Section A will
always use written child language data, and Section B will always use spoken
data.
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The Getting Started Guide (page 11 onwards) contains further detailed
guidance on areas of child language that can be explored, broken down by
language frameworks and levels.
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The AS component is entirely co-teachable with the A level Component 2
Child Language. However, whereas A level students will be unable to predict
the type of data (spoken or written) they will be given in the examination, AS
students will have the certainty that the first question will always focus on
written data and the second question will always focus on spoken data.
As there is no coursework component in the AS, it is necessary to assess AO5
(‘expertise and creativity in the use of English’) in the examination. We have
therefore added a ‘real life’ writing task to the child language paper. Given
the nature of the task, the range of possible forms will be restricted to those
that are used to offer information, explanation and advice. Students can be
reassured that they will not have to turn the child’s writing into a short story,
for example!
If you are co-teaching AS and A level students, this focus on text production
will be excellent preparation for A level students’ coursework.
AO5 is only assessed in Question 1.
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Produce an article for a magazine called ‘The Linguist’ analysing and
exploring Georgia’s spelling development. The article is part of a series
charting Georgia’s language development aimed at A Level English Language
students.
Activity 5
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide in relation to the mark
scheme and indicative content which you will find in the AS Sample
Assessment materials. The relevant pages of the SAMs for this question are
p36 (question), p51 (source text), and pages 55-57 (mark scheme).
This is an extract from Exemplar C on page 9 of the AS Component 2 Section
A exemplar pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/AS_Level_Paper_2_Question_1_Exemplars_Pack.pdf
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Examiner commentary
Note from this examiners comment the importance of remembering that both
AO2 and AO5 are assessed here. Students need to remember that they need
to show both understanding of issues relating to children’s acquisition of
written English, and to present this in a form and use language that is
appropriate for purpose, format and audience.
The trend of this task will always be to take specialised knowledge that the
student has acquired and to present it to an audience without that specialised
linguistic knowledge. Note also the reference to IPA in the examiner’s
comment. Students should be encouraged to make use of the resources they
are given, and the IPA reference sheet will always be printed in the source
booklet.
Although the data will always be a specimen of a child’s written language,
and teaching should focus on children’s acquisition of writing sills for this
section, it is important to recognise that writing and reading are taught and
acquired alongside each other (and as spoken language is still developing).
This is reflected in the examiner’s comment on the phonics teaching method,
so some general awareness of methods of teaching both reading and writing
will be useful here.
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The similarity between AS and A level assessment for this aspect led us to
omit detailed consideration of exemplars owing to time constraints at face-toface events. However, exemplar material for AS responses can be found at:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/AS_Level_Paper_2_Question_2_Exemplars_Pack.pdf
The relevant pages of the SAMs are page 40 (question) pages 52-53 (source
texts), pages 58-61 (mark scheme)
The key difference in question style between AS and A level here (as
elsewhere) is the use of bullet points in the AS question to break down more
clearly for AS candidates.
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Candidates will not be able to predict whether the data will be spoken or
written, as it will be chosen randomly. It is therefore essential that students
are fully prepared for both types of data to ensure full coverage of the
specification.
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This is in contrast to AS where students know they will have to produce a
creative response to written data for section A, while the data analysis for
section B wil be on spoken data.
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
Analyse how Thomas and his parents use language to interact with each
other and the role this could have in shaping language development.
Activity 6
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide and the following slide in
relation to the mark scheme and indicative content which you will find in the
A Level Sample Assessment materials. The relevant pages from the A-level
SAMs for this question are pages 40 (question); 54-57 (source texts); 59-61
(mark scheme).
This slide and the next are extracted from Exemplar E on page 14 of the A
Level Component 2 exemplars pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learning-materials/A-Level-Paper-2-ExemplarsPack.pdf
Consider the characteristics that make this a Level 5 response.
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Exemplar continued from slide 37.
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Examiner commentary
One of the key aspects of a strong response to child language data is to
relate it to theory in a subtle way that recognises the developing nature of
research into language acquisition, so that the data is not simply ‘mined’ to
find evidence for one theory, then another. Rather, the data should be seen
as language actually being used by children (and where relevant their
carers), with the issues and concepts of CLA theory used to illuminate how
and why the language takes the form it does in the particular context of the
discourse.
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Given the relative novelty of the investigation component now being a timed
exam, the Getting Started Guide has detailed exploration of possible
approaches with further case studies in addition to those given here. The
relevant section is from page 14 onwards.
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The scope of the topics is as follows.
•

Global English: this topic will explore aspects of varieties of global English.
They include those from outside the UK, such as the Republic of Ireland,
the Americas and the Caribbean, the Pacific and Australasia, Africa, south
and south-east Asia.

•

Language and Gender Identity: this topic will explore social attitudes and
how the forms and conventions of written, spoken and multimodal
language can construct or reflect gender and sexual identities.

•

Language and Journalism: this topic will explore the many varieties of
print and online journalism. Students will have opportunities to explore the
influence of contextual factors, how language is crafted to meet the
expectations of different audiences and purposes, and to consider notions
of bias, subjectivity and objectivity.

•

Language and Power: this topic will explore how the way language is used
in society can create and enforce power relationships. Students will
explore aspects such as instrumental and influential power, political
discourse, discourses in unequal power relationships, persuasion, language
and prestige, politeness and power relationships.

•

Regional Language Variation: this topic will explore English that varies
regionally within the UK. Students will explore the historical aspects of
regional variation, how and why language varies regionally, attitudes to
regional variation, and variation within regional varieties.
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Before the subtopics are released, teachers should focus on developing their
students’ research and investigative skills. There are opportunities to do this
throughout the course, through small-scale investigations about child
language or research into the language of a particular historical period.
Another approach could be to introduce students to each of the five main
topic areas so that they are able to make an informed decision when
selecting their preferred subtopic for investigation; however there is no
preferred model of delivery and no requirement for students to study more
topic areas than the one they choose for the exam.
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Note that the pre-release will provide bullet points indicating the areas which
should be researched/investigated.
Feedback on the SAMs showed that there was a possibility for the global
English topic that candidates could potentially choose a topic for investigation
that would fit the brief in the pre-release, but not be directly relevant to
answering the Section B question. Centres can be assured that this potential
problem has been addressed, and that, as long as the investigation falls
within guidelines of the bullet points in the pre-release, the question will
always be broad enough to ensure that any investigation a candidate has
conducted will be directly relevant to answering the question set.
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You will see in later slides and in the Getting Started Guide that the principle
examiner has produced a number of Case Studies illustrating possible
approaches, and the kind of examination responses they might lead to.
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Again, see the Getting Started Guide for further advice on approaches.
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It should be noted that the expectation here is that even though students will
not necessarily be producing a full investigation report as they would have to
do for coursework, the approaches and skills of research and investigation
are the same, and it is expected that students in the exam will clearly draw
on that research. Our own research while preparing the specification
confirmed that these skills are highly valued by higher education institutions,
and a solid grounding in research methods will benefit students more widely,
as well as enabling them to approach Section B of the exam with confidence.
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This guidance is further developed in the Getting Started Guide, along with
examples of subtopics which can be found in the SAMs.
The principles are the same as for coursework investigations – although the
scale should be made appropriate for the assessment style. Obviously they
will not be able to give the same amount of detail in exam conditions,
working from memory of their research. The next slides give a couple of
examples of the kind of response that can be expected.
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In this section students will analyse a piece of unseen data (written or
spoken) which is directly related to the pre-release topic
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Exemplar
This response is in answer to the question:
To what extent are Texts A1 and A2 representative of the language varieties
of South African English?
Activity 7
Consider the qualities of the extract on this slide in relation to the mark
scheme and indicative content which you will find in the A Level Sample
Assessment materials. The relevant section of the SAMs for this question are
pages 65 (pre-release); 72 (question); 92-93 (source data); 105-106 (mark
scheme).
This is an extract from Exemplar B on page 6 of the AS Component 3 Section
A exemplars pack:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/teaching-and-learningmaterials/A_Level_Paper_3_Section_A_Exemplars_Pack.pdf
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Examiner commentary
Since the candidate has data in front of them, a high level of detail in the
analysis is expected on Section A. The thinking here in our planning of this
component is that this allows candidates to perform a level analysis in
showing knowledge of the topic area that they will be less likely to achieve in
Section B, as they are not allowed to take their own data into the exam.
Section B then allows them to consider broader issues in relation to the topic
and show how their own investigations relate to those issues and concepts
(hence the question format of always presenting a potentially controversial
statement as the basis for discussion). This is explored further in the
following slides.
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In this section students will respond to a given position, drawing upon
information from their own research and/or investigation to support their
argument.
The given position will be such that it is easy to agree, or disagree, and the
bullet points in the pre-release will ensure that the students’
investigation/research is relatable to the position (whether in support or
disagreement with it).
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These case studies are hypothetical examples (though often based on
previous examples from coursework investigations) of possible approaches
that candidates might take to the Sample Assessment Material pre-release
and examination questions.
As mentioned previously, there are further examples in the Getting Started
Guide for the full range of topics.
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This is an exemplar introduction to an answer to the Global English question
6 that can found on page 78 of the A Level SAMs:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20L
anguage/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessment/AlevelEnglishLanguage-SAMs-updated.pdf
Note that the student incorporates knowledge from their wider study e.g. the
number of speakers within the population, and key theories within the study
area i.e. Kirkpatrick .
Note also the use of first person. There are no issues with this approach,
indeed it can be encouraged. Some delegates at face-to-face sessions raised
this issue as some candidates, particularly from a science background have
been taught not to do this, but research in the humanities frequently takes
this approach, and in this examination we are keen that candidates show a
strong sense of personal engagement with the issues raised by the question,
and a strong sense that they have indeed conducted individual research into
the topic.
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Note that the student summarises their findings from the corpus study, but
does not list out the frequency and the full range of collocations. Given the
constraints of the exam this is acceptable, whereas more detail would have
been expected for coursework. However, the memorisation of some wellselected examples from the students’ investigations would help them to
make their discussion even more focussed and effective.
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Note that unlike the legacy syllabus, word count limits are now advisory.
Obviously exceeding or falling short of the guidelines excessively will be selfpenalising in terms of the level of control shown by the candidate.
It is also worth reminding candidates that the marks for the commentary are
worth more than either of the individual pieces of writing alone: it must be
considered as a fully integral part of the assessment from the planning stage,
not as an ‘add on’ that can be rushed together only after the pieces are
complete.
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The demands of the commentary require that students do not skip the study
and investigation of genre stage. If their pieces do not clearly follow from
such study, this is likely to result not only in pieces that may not have a clear
enough sense of audience and context, but also in an unconvincing
commentary.
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Again, a sample of examples of approaches and outcomes are presented in
the following slides, with more available in the Getting Started Guide.
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Although the specification does not require the submission of such a grid, it
would be helpful to moderators if it were supplied, as well as being valuable
to students in the planning process.
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Activity 8
You may wish to use the grid to identify possible approaches that students
could take, perhaps drawing on approaches that you already take to
coursework and considering how they can be adapted to the requirements of
the new specification.
Note that audience is not simply a matter of age, and function is bound to be
more complex than a single word like ‘inform’ can convey, but by
concentrating on primary function and/or ensuring at least a broad
differential between audiences, the specification requirements will be met
and students will be able to make clear connections in the commentary
between their two texts and the style models that influenced them to ensure
coverage of AO4.
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Exemplars for the coursework section will be published at a later date.
However, the skills required are similar to current coursework tasks so
examples can be adapted from the legacy specification.
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A range of course planners for different models of delivery are available on
the resources area of the Edexcel website, including AS only, A-Level only
and a two-teacher model. These are in Word format so they can be easily
edited to suit the particular needs of individual centres and teachers.
See: http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-alevels/english-language2015.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:PearsonUK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learningmaterials&filterQuery=category:Pearson-UK:Document-Type%2FCourseplanner
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Pearson Edexcel provide resources to support in these six key areas.
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All these resources can be found at:
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-alevels/english-language-2015.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=PearsonUK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learning-materials
There are already detailed schemes of work for all components, some
accompanied by detailed lesson plans and resources.
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Again, this is available on the website. To access this you will need to login
to the secure materials area. If you do not have login details already, your
Examinations Officer should be able to provide you with access.
Prof Clark has done a lot of work on English language in secondary
education, and these resources are pitched at an appropriate level with a
real sense of what works in the classroom.
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This presentation has already introduced the material that is currently
available, and further exemplar and standardisation material will be added as
the specification goes ‘live’ and then as the first assessments are undertaken.
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At present there are no specific endorsed course textbooks. The legacy text
books produced by Pearson are mostly relevant for the content of the new
specification, so we advise use of those books if your department has existing
copies.
We have supplied revised copies of those legacy student books as
downloadable units on our website. The content has been rigorously
reviewed against the new specification and updated accordingly. The
AS units are available now, with A Level units to follow in 2016. You
will need your Edexcel login to access the downloads.
http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/englishlanguage-2015.coursematerials.html#filterQuery=category:PearsonUK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learningmaterials&filterQuery=category:Pearson-UK:Document-Type%2FTeachersupport-material
And as you have already seen, our aim is to make as much useful material
geared to teaching this particular specification available free of charge on
Pearson education website.
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Contact details for the subject advisor, and the English Language page of the
website are on the final slide.
You can also sign up for email updates from the website, or via this direct
link: http://qualifications.pearson.com/en/forms/subject-advisor-english.html
This will ensure you are notified any updates to resources on the website,
and will hear about any further information.
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